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• Helped take planning and 
content to a higher level 
• Flexible nature of frames 
made the work possible




• Diving into the ACRL 
Framework: Engaging Graduate 
Students with Concepts
• Framework Freakout
• LRS Dissertation Intensive and 
Framework document
• LRS Researcher Workshop 
Series
Think Pair Share
Have you used the ACRL Framework 
for Information Literacy with 
graduate student populations?
If so, please describe. 
























































































Check out this site to learn how one library adopted the Course 
Assessment Matrix planning tool, that allows librarians to track 
forward from the Framework to develop course objectives, 
learning activities, and, finally, assessment. The tool also 
permits users to begin with course objectives and track 
backwards to connect course objectives to the Framework. Jeff 
shares this planning document for others to use through this 
site, while also giving an overview of specific examples from 
recent online instruction for graduate students.
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Can librarian liaison work with 
graduate students be guided by 
ACRL’s Framework for 
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• balance in liaison work, particularly with 
graduate students
moving forward
• ACRL Framework à liaison best 
practices à practical day-to-day work
Stephanie Wiegand
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THINK • PAIR • SHARE
How do you, or would you, integrate ACRL’s 
Framework into your day-to-day work 
(beyond instruction activities)?
When you are done, please share your 
thoughts & ask any questions.
